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We are developing a topic modelling tool,  
that we call Topics2Themes
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1: Topic modelling and word2vec clustering
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Its user interface:
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The topic modelling algorithm automatically detects: 
•  A number of re-occurring topics in a large text 

collection,  
as well as  
• the most closely associated words to each topic,  
• the most closely associated texts to each topic. 

Therefore,  it can provide an overview of frequent 
content in a large text collection.
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The topic modelling algorithm uses co-occurrence of 
words in the same texts for finding topics. 

However, the topic modelling algorithm does not take 
semantic similarly of words into account. 

• E.g.  
• The algorithm does not know that “states” and 

“countries” have a similar meaning. 

• We therefore pre-process the texts by clustering 
word2vec vectors, and combine words into concept 
clusters, e.g., “states”/“countries”. 
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Before the Swedish Government presents a legislative 
proposal, there is often an investigation of the issue. 

The results are compiled in reports,  published in the 
series, “the Swedish Government Official Reports”. 

Reports between the years 1994 – 2020 (3,558 reports) 
have recently been made available in a processed 
version. 

• E.g. with HTML markup that indicates titles, 
section headings and paragraphs. 

2: Contexts of “democracy” in Swedish 
Government Official Reports
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The processed Swedish Government Official Reports 
corpus we: 

• Divided the corpus into its paragraph (each 
paragraph treated as an independent text). 

• Created a text collection of all paragraphs 
containing the word “democracy”. 

• Resulted in a text collection with 25,988 texts. 
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For the concept clustering, we needed a word2vec 
model: 

• We trained it on 30% of  
“the Swedish Government Official Reports” 
corpus 
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15 topics were found
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1: Democracy in municipalities and regions, e.g. its vitality, level of autonomy and responsibilities:

municipality*, region council*, regions/responsible authority/regional councils/County Administrative
Board, councils, regions, assignments, cooperation, consultation, tasks, municipal law, possibility*,
activities*, municipal autonomy/the municipal autonomy
2: Internal school democracy for pupils, the school’s commission to teach democracy: pupil*,
school*, teacher*/teachers*, common values/values, education/teaching, influence, school, commission,
knowledge, schools*, grade/primary school/gymnasium, Agency for Education, children*, curriculum*
3: Democracy-conditioned subsidies for organisations (many from SOU 2019:35): organisation*,
conditions*, grants*/the support, activities*, support, civil, authority*, requirements*, ideas, Agency for
Youth and Civil Society, fulfils, authority, submitted
4: A non-coherent topic: projects, perspectives, education*, universities, power
5: Political parties and their relations to voters and members (Many from SOU 2016:5): party*,
voters/voters, members, internal, representative, candidates, elections, party members, shows/showed,
election, role, the voters’
6: EU and democracy, e.g. how EU-democracy works, and its challenges: EC/EU, European*,
national, level*, membership*, the Union/the community, Sweden, Swedish, member states*, Sweden’s,
countries*/states*, the deficit, the cooperation, the parliaments, power
7: Challenges, opportunities and interactions of local and regional democracy: local*/regional*,
level*, national*, anchoring, county, strengthen*/improve, experimentation, work, development, develop-
ment, local autonomy/municipal autonomy, responsibility
8: The importance of a broad political participation: political*, politics*, participation, the system,
institutions*, system, engagement, representative, elections, equality, economic, power, forms, decision-
making, social
9: Young people’s political and societal participation and influence: young people*, children*,
influence, commitment, participation, children and young people/children and adolescents, youth councils,
to influence, engage, adults, increase, knowledge
10: About basic human and democratic rights: rights, fundamental, human rights*, limita-
tion*/restriction*, law/ordinance rules*/provisions*, the Instrument of Government, protection,
universal, common values/values, the right, society*, respect, requirements*, principles*
11: Democracy in municipalities e.g. how to strengthen it: municipal*, elected*, activity*, the audit,
municipal autonomy, way of functioning, commission, strengthen*/improve, cooperation
12: Gender equality: women*, men*, gender equality, gender*, violence, power, organisation, equal,
female*, women’s movement, gender equality policy
13: Decision making in democracies and democratic organisations: decision*, take*, council,
decision, opportunity*, influence, the board’s/the council’s, order, requirements*, majority, responsibility,
views, legitimacy/credibility, level*, consultation
14: A wide topic, with texts containing mentions of “the Governmet”. Some more specific texts

about the relation between the Government and public authorities: the Government*, authority*,
administration, state, the administration, commission, administrative policy, public, transparency,
activities*, growth, the authority’s/the agency’s*/ the County Administrative Board, involvement, state
administration, the work
15: The state of democracy in different countries, e.g. election participation (Many from SOU

2007:84): United States/China/Japan/Norway/Poles/India/Ireland/Canada/Hungary/Belgium/Denmark/
Finland/Italy/Spain/Portugal/Romania/Czech Republic/Germany/Bulgaria/France/Slovakia/Slovenia/
South Africa/Austria/Australian/the Netherlands/Great Britain, countries*/states*, Sweden, Esto-
nia/Lithuania/Latvia, Russia, European*, elections, country, election participation, Iraq/Syria/Egypt,
Lebanon/Somalia/Turkey/Jordan/Indonesia, Eastern European, Switzerland

Table 2: The 15 topics detected and their most closely associated words and concept clusters (translated into
English). Concept clusters are indicated by “/” separating the words in the cluster. That the cluster contains
different morphological versions of a word is indicated by a “*” following the shortest version.
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Topics2Themes can be found at: 
https://github.com/mariask2/topics2themes 

https://github.com/mariask2/topics2themes
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Thank you for 
listening!

Contact: maria.skeppstedt@isof.se 
The National Language Bank of Sweden is funded by 
the Swedish Research Council  
(project number 2017-00626).  
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